Compact Easthaven feels spacious inside
By Associated Designs

ahead into the great room, or hang a
right into the richly windowed nook.
A sliding door offers separation between the nook and kitchen, when
desired. Counters wrap around four
sides of the kitchen, which is open to
the dining area, across a peninsular
counter with a raised eating bar.
Natural light washes into the
dining room through a set of
Craftsman windows on the right,

An expansive great room and
linked gathering areas give a surprising sense of spaciousness to this
compact Craftsman-style home.
Measuring in at slightly more than
1600 square feet, the Easthaven
makes an ideal starter home for
young families. Being a single level home, it is equally well-suited to
empty nesters who
wish to age in place
while downsizing
their maintenance
responsibilities.
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as well as the wide sliding glass
doors at the rear. These offer access
to a partially covered patio. The left
side of the dining room is entirely
open to the great room, where more
light spills in through wide windows that fill most of the rear wall.
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